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VAmerlcaine therefore never existed. Its invention must be
credited to France, and it should be really homard a la fran-
gaise.
I convinced M. Bouillard that Americans were liberal and
would not resent reading what he had to say about them. In
due time the famous chef sent to me in Paris a manuscript
repeating substantially what he had said in Brussels. I trans-
lated it and it was published in the magazine section of the
New York Tribune. To this I appended an editor's note to
say that "to the average native-born American, whose ances-
tors conquered the plains, deserts and mountains on bacon,
beans and flour it is difficult to fathom the epicurean mind of
Europe, but what French chef has ever eaten chicken a la
Maryland?"
M. Bouillard was so delighted with the tangible evidences
of his authorship that he ordered fifty Sunday Tribunes
shipped from New York to Brussels. The ocean freight alone
was costly.
The pride, however, with which France views her culinary
art, her wines and liquors is legitimate. A few years ago I
visited the town of Cognac, a sleepy old world municipality
of twenty thousand people on the picturesque Charente River.
Here about nine-tenths of the populace have something to do
with distilling and blending the potent rich brown, aged-in-
the-wood liquid which flows in never ending aromatic streams
via barge, boat and motor truck through the eternal vine-
yards to Bordeaux whence it goes to sea in ships.
Municipal Cognac was the birthplace in 1494 of Francis
the First, King of France, son of Louise of Savoy, Duchesse
d'Angouleme. Enough of the liquor of the same name has
been shipped to the world from municipal Cognac during
the past two hundred years to float the entire American fleet.
If you know how to drink it out of small, thin glasses in the

